Introduction and notations

Traub and Woiniakowski
[lS] have analyzed Khachyan's algorithm for linear programming (henceforth denoted as decision problem (LP, ZY,,,)) using an algebraic size-and cost-measure.
They showed it to be not even time-bounded for a fixed input dimension under that measure and conjectured the nonexistence of what is usually called a "strongly polynomial" time algorithm for (LP, LP,,,) (cf.
[13] and -for partial results into this direction - [12] and [17] ). In terms of the Blum-Shub-Smale (BSS) -model for computations over the real numbers (see [ 11) this would imply (LP, LP,,,) not to belong to the class PR (of problems being decidable in polynomial time, see below). The present paper gives an approach to the question of the complexity of (LP, LP,,,) and quadratic programming problems in real models of computation from the contrary point of view; that is we want to ask how difficult these problems can be in a real setting. Before being more precise let us make some remarks about the used models.
We consider BSS-machines over the reals as introduced in [l] and its modification given by Koiran [S] . In the BSS-model it is possible to compute certain polynomials of exponential degree in polynomial time (e.g. using repeated squaring). Roughly speaking Koiran investigates the same model but with a different cost-measure only allowing a moderate use of multiplications within polynomial time. As a consequence the above mentioned effect does not appear in his "weak" model: here in "weak"
polynomial time only polynomials with polynomial degree having coefficients not too big can be computed (for full details we refer the reader to [l, 81) .
By Pw and NPw we denote the complexity classes of deterministic and nondetermin- was introduced and shown to have complete problems (cf. also [6] ). An NP,-problem (resp. NP,-problem) belongs to this class, if its membership in NPw (resp. NPw) can be established by a discrete search (instead of a continuous one). These classes turn out to be important in what follows. From now on we will especially consider the decision problem (F', F:):
"given a polynomialf'with real coefficients and degree at most 2, does there exist a nonnegative real zero?'
(where nonnegativity is to be understood componentwise). Clearly this problem can be considered as a nonconvex, linearly constrained quadratic programming problem (if we assume w.1.o.g. ,f(O)>O it is ~EF: iff the minimum off(x), subject to x20, is less or equal 0). Its importance for real models arises from the fact that it seems to capture the (real) complexity of most problems belonging to the class NP over the integers and especially of many NP-complete ones (in the Turing-setting).
Hence for example problems like 3_Satisfiability, Knapsack (with real data) and the Travelling-Salesman problem (real weights), but also (LP, LP,,,) can be reduced to it in polynomial time (see [lo] ); in fact, the reductions given there also apply to the weak model. Thus if the Traub-Woiniakowski conjecture would turn out to be true (F', F:) would belong nor to Pw neither to Pw. On the other hand it is an open question whether (F', F:) is complete for NP, or NPw. Theorem 2.2 of this paper states that (F', F 5) -and hence also (LP, LP,,,) ~ are not NP,-complete.
The proof relies on the separation results for Koiran's model given in [6] and on an application of parts in [ll] . Section 3 focusses on different kinds of nondeterminism.
Some strong conditions are deduced which must be fulfilled in case that (F2, F:) would be NP,-complete.
Finally it is shown that in the nondeterministic weak model discrete search is the same as a restricted kind of continuous search.
Noncompleteness results
Before going to prove the main result of this section it should be pointed out that the notion of a complete problem in any of the used models refers to polynomial-time reductions within that model. Hence asserting that (F', F $) is not NP,-complete means that not every problem in class NPw is reducible to it by a weak polynomial-time algorithm. The implication of such a result for (full) polynomial time reductions is discussed in connection with it.
The theorem below, due to Eaves, sums up some properties of degree-two polynomials being crucial for what follows: Proof. See [7] . 17
We are now able to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The decision problem (F2, F:) is not NP,-complete.
Proof. In a first step it is shown that (R", F $) belongs to the class DNPw. This is done by extracting an DNPw-algorithm for (F2, F:) from the proof of the main theorem in [l 11 . For sake of completeness we briefly sketch the main ideas of the part we need (for all details see [l 11 ).
Assume an fEF: is given, say f (x)= f. x' A. x + bT. x + c (where x=(x1,, , X,)E R", AERnxn symmetric, bEiR", CER) and w.1.o.g. c>O. We now look for a digital guess z (i.e. a sequence of O's and l's with length polynomially bounded in the size off) from which a vector x,EW" can be derived fast (in weak polynomial time) s.t. f (x,) GO. Hence x, will witness fc F:. The existence of a "right" guess z of digits will heavily rely on Theorem 2.1.
(1) Assume f is bounded from below on W". This of course can be indicated using a 0 or a 1 as a special component of the guess. Then according to Theorem 2.1,b) fattains its infimum which is described as solution of the linear programming problem
(Here in principle some xi can be active, i.e. Xi = 0, but the set of active indexes can be guessed in (0, l}* and it is possible to switch to a submatrix of A and a subvector of b, see [ll] .) (Note that on the zero-set of of;,_ , the function .fn_ 1 is linear!)
Elsewise we have to look for a nonnegative vector HEW"-' such thatfn_ i(Lt) ~0. This leads to the elimination of the variable x, and a recursive procedure, now with inputf,_, instead off'( [ll] We guess the indexes ii, . , ik and solve the latter system with Gaussian elimination. Finally we trace back the solution according to the guess in order to compute the witness for,fEF:.
Clearly, if .f' has a nonnegative zero then there exists a guess z of digits s.t. the computed vector x,EW' satisfies,f(x,) ~0 (namely that z which gives the right answers to all intermediate questions). Moreover the sizes of the guess and the final linear programming problem are polynomial in sizr(,f), i.e. the algorithm can be performed by an DNPw-machine. Finally, for all the intermediate polynomials (likef,_ 1, pn_ I, qn-l etc.) the coefficients are among those off; hence there is nothing to compute in order to produce them. In a similar way all data of the final (LP, LP,,,) instance can be easily derived from the coefficients of the givenf: Therefore the only computational task during the above algorithm is to solve a system of linear equations. This can be done in Pw-time using Gaussian elimination because it neither produces high coefficients nor exponential-degree polynomials in the input data (see [15] ). We conclude that (F*, F:) belongs to DNPw.
In [6] the authors show Pw#NPw; as application of their proof they establish an even stronger result, namely Pw c DNPw gNPw.
It follows that no problem which belongs to the class DNPw can be NP,-complete. Thus (F*, F:) is not complete in Koiran's weak model, which finishes the proof. 0
We immediately get the following corollary. Of course the question arises whether the according results are also true for the class of P,-reductions (hence implying P, # NP,). We want to discuss this a little bit more with respect to the known completeness results for NPR and NPw. Let denote (QS, QS,,,) the problem of deciding the solvability of a system of quadratic polynomial equations over R, i.e.
"given a set fi, . . . ,fk of degree-two polynomials with real coefficients, is there a common real zero?'
In [l] this was proven to be NP,-complete.
Hence Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. give the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. If (LP, LP,,,) or (F*, F:) is NP,-complete then any P,-reduction of (QS, QS,,,) to the according problem is not a P,-reduction.
This is interesting from the following point of view: in [6] it is shown that (QS, QS,,,) the first "natural" complete problem in NPR, is NPw-complete too and thus NPw=NPR. Now the question arises whether not only P,-reductions to (QS, QS,,,) but also general P,-reductions from one problem to another can always be substituted by a Pw-reduction, i.e. whether the complete sets in NPw and NPR are the same. This would imply PR#NPR and, right now, no P,-reduction without that property is known.
Further results on digital nondeterminism
In this section first we deal with implications following from the hypothetical NP,-completeness of problems in DNPR (like (F2, F:) or (LP, LP,,,)). It turns out that the existence of a reduction from the NP,-complete problem (QS, QS,,,) to one of these problems would be closely related to algorithms evaluating multiples of resultants. To this aim let us consider a special subclass of the problem (QS, QSyes), namely those systems consisting of n homogeneous equations of degree two in n variables (where n varies over iV). We want to askrrfxxistence of a nontrivial solution for such a system. Denote this problem&(QS, QS,,,). It is well known that ~ restricted to systems in II variables ~ the set QSyes is an irreducible algebraic subvariety of RN, NG n2(n + 1)/2, given as the zero-set of the so called resultant polynomial R, which has degree n. 2"-1 (see Macauley [9] Before stating it another subclass of NPR (and NP, resp.) is introduced:
Definition 3.1. Let NPA be the class of all decision problems in NPR which membership in NP, can be established by an NP,-machine using only a single real number as guess (independently of the input-size). By NP& we denote the corresponding class in NP,.
Remark 3.2.
Obviously it is DNPw c NP& and DNP, c NPA since any sequence in {0, 1)" can be coded and decoded in weak polynomial time w.r.t. n into one real number (e.g. using binary expansion). [2] ). Finally since all M, are defined by simulating M on the fixed guess r,, they work within the same polynomial time-bound as M. q
Theorem 3.3. Zf(F', F:) (or
The previous theorem shows that the NP,-completeness of programming problems like (LP, LP,,,) and (F*, F:) would have some strong consequences.
Together with the conjecture of Traub and Woiniakowski it thus seems reasonable to conjecture those problems neither to be NP,-complete nor to admit polynomial time algorithms in the model of Blum, Shub, and Smale. However, up to now no problems with such a complexity behaviour are known -even if one assumes P, to be different from NP,.
Remark 3.4. If in discrete complexity theory P # NP is assumed to hold then nonconvex and convex quadratic programming can be distinguished since the first is NPcomplete and the latter is not. Vavasis [19] remarked that it is unclear whether one can predict a similar result in real models. Theorems 2.2 and 3.3 indicate the proof of such a result in a real setting at least must be very different from the situation over the integers; in Koiran's model nonconvex QP is not NP,-complete and in the BSSmodel it is very unlikely to be NPIw complete.
For the rest of this paper we come back once more to Koiran's model. As noted earlier the inclusion DNPw c NP& trivially holds. It turns out that also the converse is true. Thus a discrete search (which is typical for combinatorial problems like 3-Satisfiability, Knapsack etc.) here is exactly the same as a very restricted type of continuous search over a l-dimensional space.
Theorem 3.5. DNPw = NP&.
Proof. The inclusion "c" is trivial as stated above. We are going to ensure the inverse relation. Let M be an NP&-machine and x a fixed input of size n. M accepts x iff there exists a real guess z~[w s.t. on input (x, z) the machine M branches along a path ;' which gives the answer "yes". Hence the problem to handle with is whether such a Z exists; the purpose is to construct a nondeterministic machine G verifying this existence by guessing a polynomial number of digits (i.e. A? should be a DNPw-machine).
Our main idea to substitute A4 by a DNP,-machine is the following: assume that M accepts (x, z). Instead of guessing z we will guess a sequence in { 0, 1) * coding the path y which is taken by M on input (x, z). To ;' there corresponds a system S, of polynomial inequalities in one real variable (namely the guess z). These inequalities built up the branches performed during a computation along 7. We then have to check whether S;. is solvable.
Let us now describe the whole DNP,-algorithm in a more detailed way. ing to ;', where the pi and qi are polynomials with the above mentioned properties. We want to check whether a real z0 E ll2 s.t. sgn (ri(za)) = ei for all I < i < k exists, i.e. whether ;' occurs as a computation-path of M. In order to apply the CosteeRoy algorithm [3] for testing solvability of univariatc polynomial systems we need an explicit representation of the involved polynomials (i.e. the coefficients of the monomials). But since M is a weak machine we know that all the polynomials occuring in the intermediate results of any computation have a degree which is polynomially bounded in the input-size.
Thus after every basic arithmetic operation of the program we can compute the demanded explicit representation of the computed rational by using the representations of the previous results. (Assume e.g. u' to be the degree bound of all computed rationals; now two rationals tr,(:)/h,(:) and LI~(-_)/~~(z) should be added. Then we can compute (u,h,+a2h,)/h,h2
and know there is a representation a/h of this rational again bounded by d. Thus u and h can be constructed in weak time-perhaps after applying a common-divisor algorithm for univariate polynomials. The latter works in weak polynomial time. too, cf. [4] ). Hence every hi is a polynomial of degree 62d which can be constructed in weak polynomial time and satisfies sgn (hi) = sgn (Ti). Therefore y is a computation path of M if (cl, . . . , E,J is a valid sign-vector of the system The final task is to decide the solvability of S;,. This is done using the algorithm by Coste and Roy [3] . Cucker et al. [4] worked out a precise complexity analysis of it which shows the problem to be solvable in parallel using circuits of logarithmic depth and polynomial size. These results imply that neither high-degree polynomials nor too big coefficients are produced. Hence solvability is checked in weak polynomial time after the sequence E is guessed. This finishes the proof.' 0
It follows from the mentioned separation results in [6] : Corollary 3.6. Pwc DNP, = NP&gNPw,
The proof of Theorem 3.4 fails for the full BSS-model since here the polynomials computed along one certain path can be of exponential degree in the input-size (and thus the algorithm of Coste and Roy does not work any longer in polynomial time w.r.t the size of the given NP&problem).
Hence in the full model we only know P,cDNP,cNP;cNP, but not, whether any of these inclusions are equalities or strict inclusions. ' Note added in proof: I thank Felipe Cucker whose comments helped to shorten a former version of the proof. Moreover he observed that the result and the proof of Theorem 3.5 extend to class NP:, (where an arbitrary, but fixed number k of guesses are made).
